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1) The argumentations raised by the comment 1 and 2 of the second reviewer need to be included in the manuscript.

Reply: We highlighted line 130-140 for comment 1. We’ve added a new paragraph in the manuscript to response comment 2 (Line 140-146). Thank you.

2) Lindsey 2020 shows that the conversion from strain to velocity using the fk rescaling method is strongly dependent on the threshold parameter. Which value have you used? Did you find a similar sensitivity?

Reply: We used 40 traces with the sigma (1e-5) and 400 traces with 1e-3. It is not surprising to consider highly variable waveform within 400 traces. Another factor to consider is the unknown DAS instrument response. We refer readers to Lindsey et al. 2020 and further discussion of this conversion is beyond of the scope of this article.


3) You have reported well how to calibrate the DAS records using the scaling factor to obtain signal in strain rate unit. It is important to estimate the amplitude of the strain rate signals, especially for the new class of records that you show for the first time in the manuscript. So, please convert the figures in the manuscript from DAS unit to strain rate.

Reply: Thanks for this suggestion. All figures of DAS data are plotted in strain rate in the revised manuscript.
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